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Mobile learning lab comes to Wood Hill school

By Teddy Tauscher | ttauscher@andovertownsman.com

Jun 10, 2022

State Rep. Tram Nguyen, center, aboard the mobile learning lab, surrounded by students and teachers.

Courtesy of Change is Simple

A 30-foot mobile learning lab came to Wood Hill Middle School last week as part of the

Change is Simple program.
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Sixth graders were joined by state Rep. Tram Nguyen as they learned about how

pollution impacts water systems, according to a press release from Change is Simple.

Change is Simple is a STEM program, where students learn through hands-on projects

and gain a better understanding of how changes in their everyday lives can help the

environment.

“We teach sustainability and climate issues to children in a way that lights them up and

shows them their own power to make a difference in their world, from their school to

their backyard, town and beyond,” said Patrick Belmonte, Change is Simple co-founder.

“The students are super into it,” said Kristin Contois, a sixth-grade teacher Wood Hill,

who said, that the knowledge students gain at the Change is Simple visits tends to stick

with them.

Learn more at www.changeissimple.org.
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North Andover- We Walk
the Woods
meet at Headquarters at…

Wed, Jul 06

Conservation
Commission
Town Hall Auditorium
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Sarah Johnson - Organ
Concert
Methuen Memorial Music…
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Restless Hexachords

The Chapel at West Parish
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Karaoke 
Chat Lou
Haverhill,

Wed, Jul 0
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